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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Shrewd Tipster  
Kempton (A.W) 21:10 - Zaajer @ 6/4 Win Bet  

The Pro Punter  
Yarmouth 17:50 - Machell Place @ 4/5 Win Bet  

Bets Of The Day  
Kempton (A.W) 18:40 - Alshahhad @ 7/2 Each Way Bet   
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Three Against The Field In The PGA Championship - By 
Ian Hudson


Dustin Johnson and Justin Thomas are the players in form and the top two players 
in the world rankings can fight out the US PGA Championship but not many punters 
will see it happen. Every year the fourth major of the season has new broadcast 
arrangements and this year’s potential shootout between the world’s best golfers 
will only be available through online streaming. No live TV coverage of one of the 
four events that matter most is ridiculous but Dustin and Justin won’t care. 


Another Justin in Rose can make the payout places and win the market for the 
leading player from the UK and Ireland. The cream doesn’t always rise to the top in 
majors and there have been some freak results in the past but the PGA should go to 
form. The highlighted players have each won one major and one of the three 
selections can become a multiple major champion this week but they won’t appear 
on TV. Streaming figures and betting turnover will be interesting for the final big one.


In the United States the PGA Championship is known as Glory’s Last Shot because 
it is the final chance for players to win a major. Before the US Masters everybody 
has a chance of winning the Grand Slam but then that becomes just the winner of 
the Masters Tournament. Patrick Reed was the champion at Augusta, Brookes 
Koepka won his second US Open in two years and Francesco Molinari was an 
outstanding Open champion. For another year no player was a multiple major 
champion.


Jordan Spieth was the last player to win more than one major in the same season. 
He won the Masters and US Open in 2015. Rory McIlroy won two majors the 
previous year and Padraig Harrington won the Open and PGA Championship in 
2008. Tiger Woods was a multiple major winner in 2000 (three wins), 2002, 2005 and 
2006. Mark O’Meara won the Masters and Open in 1998 and Nick Price won two 
majors in 1994. Koepka is the latest player to win more than one major in a career. 


Live streamers of the PGA Championship will see the action from Bellerive Country 
Club in St Louis. The course is a par 70 and measures 7,316 yards. There will be a 
premium on finding the relatively small greens in the correct number of shots but the 
course does not favour one type of player. Current form could be key to the 
outcome and that makes Dustin and the two Justin’s leading contenders for this 
August major. 


The championship will be moved to May next season so the season will have a focul 
point in April, May, June and July. Broadcast details for 2019 are not known. In 2016 
there was a potential clash between the Olympics and PGA Championship which 
will be avoided in 2020. Players will have one less excuse for avoiding the Olympics 
but the success of the event in Rio may attract more leading players. McIlroy may 
diplomatically swerve the event so he doesn’t have to choose who he represents. 
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Rose won the Gold Medal at the Olympics which means he has bragging rights for 
four years. He won the US Open in 2013 and is now a regular on leader boards in 
majors. He came from off the pace to contend for the Open at Carnoustie but there 
was too much ground to make up after two average opening rounds. Johnson and 
Thomas did not figure in the Open but have won tournaments since. These are the 
three players against the field but you won’t see the outcome on television   


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Celtic Can Beat AEK Athens Tonight  

Celtic are making their usual uncomplicated progress to the Champions League 
group stages because they are in their comfort zone during the qualifying rounds. 
They have the players to get past the top teams from some of the minor European 
nations but getting out of the group is another kettle of fish. Celtic. In every year 
since 2013 Celtic have played in the first round proper but never gone beyond the 
last 16. The Scottish champions have scored three goals in four of their last five 
matches and a similar tally without reply would probably be enough to qualify for the 
group stages of the Champions League at the expense of AEK Athens. CELTIC are 
3/4 with Ladbrokes to beat the Greek champions in Glasgow tonight.  


Hampshire won the One Day Cup over 50 overs so could claim to be the best 
county in limited overs cricket. They beat all comers in the white ball format but 
have not translated the form into the T20 Blast. Hampshire have played nine fixtures 
in the South Group but have only recorded one win. Their net run rate is -0.947 while 
Somerset have a positive return to the tune of 0.892. These figures measure the 
balance of runs scored and runs conceded and are an excellent form guide. Despite 
playing at home Hampshire must be opposed and SOMERSET are 8/11 with 
William Hill to win this match in the shortest format of the game. 


There are six Flat meetings in Britain and Ireland today and even with the value of 
the pound Sligo stages the most lucrative meeting which offers €117,000 in prize 
money which equates to over a hundred grand in pounds. The most on offer in the 
UK is the £79,000 up for grabs at Kempton so yet again Ireland has more prize 
money on average per meeting. The biggest pot at Sligo is for the handicap over 
one mile and four furlongs and change at 7.30pm. Dancing Doll is the favourite but 
the horse has a poor win strike rate. ZOFFANYIA is a progressive horse who could 
improve to win this race and that outcome is 10/3 with Coral.  
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